Exhibit Design and Development Workbook
Toxey/McMillan Design Associates developed this workbook for the Texas Historical Commission as part of a
workshop series in 2007. In 2009, the workshop and workbook were updated and presented as another series of
workshops. This workbook explains the exhibit development and design process from beginning to end.
Attendance at the accompanying workshop is not required to understand the process explained in this workbook.
There are four main parts to this workbook:
1. Part 1 covers the exhibit design process by reviewing themes, objectives and interpretation
2. Part 2 explores conceptual design, research, and approaches to design
3. Part 3 covers design development, space layout, display cases, lighting, graphics and artifact mounting
4. Part 4 explores production design, budgeting, scheduling, fabrication, installation, planning and evaluation
This workbook was originally developed for exhibit workshops in 2007 and 2009. There is a workshop agenda on
page three and there may be other references to the workshop throughout this booklet. These sections are easily
skipped and are not critical to understanding the information available in the workbook.
Contact Texas Historical Commission’s Museum Services Program for any questions related to this workbook.

This workbook was supported in part by a grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services. Any views, finding, conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this workshop do not necessarily represent those of the Institute of Museum and Library Services. Texas
Historical Commission and Toxey/McMillan Design Associates hold joint copyright to this material.
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Exhibit Design Workshop Agenda
8:30 AM

Registration

9:00 AM

Welcome:
Texas Historical Commission and Texas Association of Museums

9:10

Introduction:
A. Overview of the workshop and presentersʼ backgrounds)
B. Hands-on activity and participant introductions

9:35 AM

Exhibit Design Process Part 1: Theme, Objectives, Interpretation
A. Presentation
B. Hands-on activity

10:45 AM

Break

11:00 AM

Exhibit Design Process Part 2: Conceptual Design
A. Presentation
B. Hands-on activity

12:30 PM

Lunch and structured networking

1:30 PM
1:55 PM

Exhibit Design Process Part 3: Design Development
A. Presentation
B. Hands-on activity

2:50 PM

Break

3:05 PM

3:30 PM

Exhibit Design Process Part 4: Production Design, Budgeting,
Scheduling, Fabrication & Installation Planning, Evaluation
A. Presentation
B. Hands-on Activity

3:45 PM
4:00 PM

Closing remarks and discussion
End of workshop
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Interpretive Exhibit Design Process at a Glance
A. Pre-Design
1. Establish Exhibit Committee
2. Establish Exhibit Goals and Objectives
3. Establish Exhibit Theme
B. Conceptual Design
4. Research Exhibit Content (libraries, archives, field work, interviews,
photographs, film/video)
5. Brainstorm Ideas for Exhibit Components
6. Measure and draw exhibition space or site
7. Sketch ideas
C. Design Development
8. Write sign text and A/V scenarios, scripts, and storyboards
9. Design graphics
10. Develop space layout, exhibit component designs, and display case
designs (draw floor plan and exhibit plans, elevations, and model)
11. Design interactives
12. Design lighting
D. Production Design
13. Develop construction drawings for exhibits
14. Develop Production Budget
15. Develop Production Schedule
E. Production
16. Fabricate Exhibit Components
17. Install Exhibit Components
F. Post-Production
18. Test and Fine-tune Exhibit Components
19. Evaluate Exhibit
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Exhibit Design Process Part 1: Theme, Objectives, Interpretation
and application of these to exhibit development and design
Interpretation for Exhibits
The National Association for Interpretation (NAI) defines Interpretation as "a
mission-based communication process that forges emotional and intellectual
connections between the interests of the audience and the meanings inherent in
the resource." [http://www.interpnet.com/]
In other words, interpretation goes beyond displaying information. It is a form of
teaching. To teach a new concept to someone, you have to build upon that
person's previous knowledge. You have to relate it to them and make it relevant
to them. Interpretation does this: it gives meaning to something specific (and new
to visitors) by revealing connections to larger stories that they know. Once the
new information has been placed within a broader, known context, then the
particularity of the new information can be established and given value.
Another aspect of interpretation is that it inspires critical thinking. It encourages
the visitor to ask the essential question: WHY? If you can engage visitors
mentally by getting them to think and ask questions and seek answers, then you
have them hooked.
One exhibit design tip is that it is easier to engage visitors mentally (in order to
teach them your exhibit content) if you have physically and emotionally engaged
them. This trick forms the basis of interactive exhibits. People learn more and
remember more if they have analyzed and worked their brains and bodies than if
they have tried to learn through rote memorization.
We often use the term "story" to describe the product of interpretation. This word
is the operative device for interpretive exhibits, as it is for most teaching. Our
society learns through stories. We read books in a narrative format. Our
television programs and movies follow this same format. This is the way that our
society is trained to learn, so in using this device, you (the person wanting to
teach), will be able to reach your visitors.
Another thing to remember is that we each see the world through our own lenses.
The history or the natural history event that you want to teach is your version of a
story. Someone else would see it and tell it differently. As teachers, we need to
keep in mind that no perspective is absolute.
The person who is credited with articulating the ideas behind Interpretation (in
this sense of the term) and codifying the field is the writer, Freeman Tilden, who
wrote for and about the National Park Service. His famous book, first published in
1957 (and reprinted 11 times, to total 62,500 copies) and still guiding the
profession, is called Interpreting Our Heritage. Through his study of the
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interaction between visitors and naturalists at national parks, he made six basic
observations, or principles. These form the foundation of interpretive exhibit
design.
Drawn from his original text, they are:
1. "The Visitor's First Interest: Any interpretation that does not somehow relate
what is being displayed or described to something within the personality or
experience of the visitor will be sterile." (p. 11)
2. "Raw Material and Its Product: Information, as such, is not interpretation.
Interpretation is revelation based upon information. But they are entirely
different things. However, all interpretation does include information." (p. 18)
3. "The Story's the Thing: Interpretation is an art, which combines many arts,
whether the materials presented are scientific, historical, or architectural. Any
art is in some degree teachable." (p. 26)
4. “The chief aim of Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.” (p. 32)
5. “Toward a Perfect Whole: Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather
than a part, and must address itself to the whole man rather than any phase.”
(p. 40)
6. “Interpretation addressed to children (say, up to the age of twelve) should not
be a dilution of the presentation to adults, but should follow a fundamentally
different approach. To be at its best, it will require a separate program.” (p. 47)
•There are a number of other excellent books on interpretation for exhibits, for
example, Beverly Serrell's Exhibit Labels and Sam Ham's Environmental
Interpretation: A Practical Guide. See also the bibliography at the end of this
handout.
•The only way to reach your visitors is to make the material that you are
presenting relevant to them—here is Tilden's point again. It is imperative to
demonstrate how your exhibit material relates to larger themes that your
visitors know. TMDA calls this macro-interpretation. This is the Big Picture.
•Next, you need to demonstrate how your material is special or is divergent from
the big story, in other words, why are you exhibiting it? TMDA calls this microinterpretation.
•Together, the macro and micro interpretation should answer the question: why
would the visitor want to know this?
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Exhibit Themes and Objectives
The exhibit design process begins with developing a theme and establishing
objectives.
Establishing an Exhibit Committee
To develop the exhibitʼs theme and objectives and to act as a sounding board
through the design and development process, an exhibit committee may be
formed. This should not be a large group since consensus would be hard to
achieve. Seven to nine members representing a cross section of the museumʼs
administration or its stakeholders is ideal. More people may be brought in later
for expanding the content or proofreading signs. The exhibit theme may even be
the product of the curator alone or the head of the exhibit research team.
Developing exhibit objectives, however, has programmatic implications that
require the input from different areas of the museumʼs administration.
Why Develop a Theme?
•A strong exhibit has a theme.
•Meaningful interpretation has a theme.
•Themes organize and focus an exhibit and make it meaningful to visitors.
•As Sam Ham states, “Exhibits that are designed first to communicate a theme,
and then to look attractive, will be more effective than those that are designed
solely to look good” (p. 236).
•The bottom line is that “people”--your visitors—“remember themes. They forget
facts” (Ham, p. 39).
How to Develop a Theme
To define the theme, ask yourself or your team: What's the big idea? What is the
message? In one sentence, articulate what you want your audience to be able to
state at the end of the exhibit experience. This is the theme or the message.
•Ideally, the theme is a short and simple sentence presenting one, specific idea.
•The theme is not the topic of the exhibit.
—The topic is much broader and is not a sentence. It is the general
subject matter. For example, your topic might be: Cattle drives in northwest
Texas.
—The theme, however, is the message that you want your visitors to get
from the exhibit. Your theme for this exhibit might be: Social hierarchies
developed among cattle drivers in northwest Texas.
OR your theme might be: Texas cattle-drivers learned the tricks of their
trade from their Spanish predecessors.
OR your theme might be: The influx of immigrants into the Northeast after
the Civil War provided a market for Texas beef, which walked half-way to the
dinner table and was sent the rest of the way by refrigerated rail from Chicago.
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The last example is a bit too long and complex, but you can see the
difference between the broad, general topic and the message-carrying theme. An
infinite number of themes can be developed for any topic.
The research, information, presentation, colors, materials, graphics,
lighting…, in short, every part of the exhibit design and interpretation will be
affected by the selected theme. This is because the purpose of the theme is to
provide a unified, clearly defined message. Unity of message is developed
through unity of all the supporting materials, that is, the entire exhibit design and
interpretation.
•If you are familiar with writing essays, the theme of an exhibit is equivalent to the
thesis of a paper.
•This is the “so what” factor. What is it that you want your visitors to understand
about your topic?
•The theme also implies what the exhibit is not about. For example, in the
previous example about cattle drives, all three sample themes indicated that
their respective exhibits were not about farmer/rancher range wars.
•Distilling a theme is often the hardest part of exhibit development. If you have a
loose collection of donated objects as your collection, you will need to look for
a thread that connects them or look for a larger picture or message that they
contribute to. The broader your collection, the harder it is to define a theme.
•To define your theme, consider your collection, conduct additional research to
broaden your understanding of your topic, analyze and summarize this
material, and continue to distill it until you have a one-sentence statement.
•Although you might use your theme as the exhibit title, this message might not
be literally stated anywhere. In either case, it will inform and guide all
interpretation and even design decisions.
•A dissertation could be written on any aspect, artifact, or specimen of any
exhibit. Use the established theme to limit the information that you present. If
your theme has to do with the craft involved in making 19th century farm tools,
then limit your discussion to one of craft; do not present volumes of other
information about the tools and their use.
•This is important, because it drastically reduces the amount of research and
work that you might otherwise do if trying to represent everything known on a
broad topic.
•One reason for streamlining the material that you present is that when it comes
to attracting and maintaining your visitors' attention, time is essential. You
have about 45 seconds to get your message across for any particular exhibit
element before you lose your visitorsʼ interest. So get to the point quickly and
do not bog down the visitor with extraneous information.
•The ABCs of exhibit design are that exhibits should be:
A: Attractive, B: Brief, and C: Clear (the message/theme)
[Fazio and Gilbert (1986); Ham, p. 237]
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•Sam Hamʼs step-by-step worksheet, below, walks you through his process for
developing a theme. Numerous examples of strong and weak themes follow. For
further reading on the subject, see Ham, pp. 34–38 and Serrell, pp. 1–8.
“In Three Steps, Anybody Can Write a Theme” (from Ham, p. 37)
1. Select your general topic (for example, “our soil”) and use it to complete
the following sentence:
“Generally, my presentation (talk, exhibit, etc.) is about _______________
________ʻour soilʼ_________________.”
(put your general topic here)

2. State your topic in more specific terms and complete the following
sentence:
“Specifically, I want to tell my audience about _______________________
_______ʻthe importance of conserving soilʼ______________________.”
(put your specific topic here)

3. Now, express your theme by completing the following sentence:
“After hearing my presentation (or reading my exhibit, etc.), I want my
audience to understand that __________ ʻitʼs necessary to conserve our
soil in order to increase our crops and to protect the quality of our waterʼ
______________________________________.”
(put your theme here)

Good examples of Themes (from Ham, pp. 35, 38 and Serrell, pp. 3–5)
-“Native birds in this country are rapidly disappearing.”
-“Studying how birds fly led to the invention of early airplanes.”
-“Our children depend upon us to take care of their natural resources.”
-“Preserving biodiversity is like having a life insurance policy.”
-“Blue grass makes our water cleaner.”
-“Careless spelunkers can upset a delicate balance of life.”
-“Exploring caves is a sensuous experience.”
-“Three main factors determine how geysers work.”
-“Lincolnʼs life was often marred by tragedy.”
-“To understand the Mayans, one must understand their fascination with the stars.”
-“A tiny rare plant in Mexico saved the U.S. corn crop.”
-“Most of what we know about the Universe comes from messages we read in light.”
-“A healthy swamp—an example of a threatened ecosystem—provides many surprising
benefits to humans.”
-“What the artists portrayed about the West in these paintings is largely fiction, which
had an impact on perpetuating myths about the West in other media.”

Poor examples of themes (from Serrell, pp. 3–5)
-“This exhibit is about the settlement of the western United States.” This theme is too
broad; it is instead an exhibit topic.
-“Visitors will learn about molecular structure, chemical reactions, and the scientific
process of analyzing unknown substances.” This theme presents several big ideas
without an overall unifying idea.
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How to Develop Exhibit Objectives
Another set of tools that will provide you with a track and help you stay on it is
exhibit objectives.
-Use your theme and the principles of interpretation to develop objectives for the
exhibit. These should answer the questions:
1) What do you want the visitor to learn?
2) Why would the visitor want to know this?
3) How do you want the visitor to use this information?
•Objectives, like the theme, help you to streamline the material that you present.
•Objectives are measurable and help you to evaluate the exhibit's success.
•Objectives can include:
---learning objectives: content or information that you want the visitor to know
Examples:
-"Upon completion of interacting with this exhibit the majority of visitors will be able to list
three ways [that] plants have been used for medicine."
-"Upon completion of interacting with the exhibit the majority of visitors will be able to
describe the concept of ʻliftʼ in making airplanes fly". [from John Veverka, various
articles]

---emotional objectives: support and enthusiasm for your cause, continuing
beyond the exhibit experience, for example, the preservation of historic
structures or the protection of wildlife.
Examples:
-"Upon completion of the exhibit ..., the majority of visitors will feel a sense of sadness about
children working in the coal mines of Wales."
-"Upon completion of the exhibit, the majority of visitors will feel an increased need to quit
smoking."
-"Upon completion of the exhibit, the majority of visitors will feel a greater sense of community
(local history) pride". [from Veverka, various articles]

---behavioral objectives: “address the question of ʻhow do you want the visitors
to USE the information you (the exhibit) are giving them.ʼ This is what you want
to visitor DO!” Visitors will be inspired to get involved with this or other
projects, donate funds to the project or organization, join the organization, or
explore other exhibits and programs.
Examples:
-"Upon completing interacting with the exhibit, the majority of visitors will want to
contribute to preserving historic homes in some way."
- "Visitors will want to learn more about the history of the mound builders."
- The visitor will join the museum membership.
- The visitor will return to the museum more often. [from Veverka, various articles]

•How many objectives does an exhibit need?
The target range is 3–5 objectives (and no more than 7 objectives) for an exhibit.
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Exhibit Design Process Part 2: Conceptual Design
TMDA Research and Design Process:
Having carried out initial research to help define a theme and objectives, you
then enter the conceptual design phase of the process. This is where you will
do the majority of the content research (including collecting images for later
graphic and video production). This is also where creativity is unleashed in the
form of brainstorming. The result of the conceptual design will be a series of
sketches that rough-out the major storylines, the presentation space, the look
and feel of the presentation. Use the theme and objectives throughout the
conceptual design process to guide, focus, and limit your research and design
work.
Research
•Research in Depth
—After defining the theme, go back for more in depth research.
—Start with libraries and archives, and, by extension, librarians and
archivists.
—These sources lead to other sources: private collectors and other
specialists (for example, historians, scientists, etc.). During this process,
push research out of the library and into the field.
•Fieldwork and Participatory Research (Learning by Doing)
—This is the foundational idea of interactive exhibits.
—In order to design immersive exhibits, you need to immerse yourself in the
topic and the research.
—If you do not thoroughly know your topic, you cannot develop a convincing
exhibit.
• Photograph
—Scan all available archives of historic photographs and other collected
materials and take your own photographs of places, people, artifacts, etc.
for use in graphics and videos.
•Film
—If there is a possibility that you will be using video in your exhibit, you can be
collecting footage as you research. This can be used in producing exhibit
videos. By collecting this graphic material during the research stage of the
process, you can save time and money during the production phase.
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•Collaborate
—Throughout the research process, tap available (largely local) human
resources, who can share their knowledge, materials, and enthusiasm for
the subject matter.
—Not only do these folks provide a wealth of information, but by being
involved in the exhibit development and interpretation, they also buy-in to
the project, which is essential to its success.
Design
•Design Brainstorm (and DRAW!)
—Once you have collected a mountain of research material, you are ready to
do something with it. The first step is to brainstorm. Brainstorming is a
semi-structured exercise to generate a lot of ideas collaboratively and
quickly.
—Brainstorming rules: accept everything; all ideas are valid (i.e., do not
criticize ideas and do not hold back ideas)
—Brainstorming takes both verbal form and graphic form. Generate ideas
verbally and sketch them.
—Drawing is important to exhibit design. Training in drawing, however, is not
important. Stick figures and simple line drawings do the job of working out
ideas graphically and spatially. Drawing is an essential tool to increase
visual communication of your ideas
•Narrow, combine, refine
—Once you have a pile of sketches and lists of exhibit ideas, stop the
brainstorming. Cull the best of them.
•Select your direction
—Shape the selected brainstorm ideas into storylines and exhibit circuits
that you can further develop and refine.

Sample brainstorming sketches
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•Photograph the Space or Site
—You can see things in photographs that you miss in person and you can
develop your sketches onto photographs (literally).
•Measure the Space or Site and Develop Exhibit Plan
—Develop a preliminary floor or site plan for the conceptual design.
—Using either a computer design program or pencil and paper, draw a plan
of the existing space or site. You may want to make several photocopies of
the base plan. Sketch your exhibit plan over this.
—Consider the flow of visitors through the space and the ordering of
exhibits, using the exhibit theme and objectives as guideposts.

Benicia Historical Museum: building floor plan with concept for exhibit placement

Approaches to exhibit design/display (see images, p. 39):
There are several established approaches to the display of artifacts and
information. A few of these are:
• Grandma’s attic or old curiosity ad hoc approach, in which objects are
grouped—possibly by some ordering system and possibly not—and
crowded together with minimal if any interpretation. With enough
generations of accumulation, the results can be fascinating and visually
compelling; however, they are usually dismissed as dusty clutter. Visitors
may be entertained or bored by the setting, but they will probably not be
enlightened by the experience due to the absence of interpretation.
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Lacking interpretation and thoughtful design, this approach to museum
display is disfavored and considered to be outdated by contemporary
museum practitioners.
• Art museum approach, in which objects are displayed singly, usually
without context, and with some though not generous information (often not
in the form of interpretation, but even art museums are beginning to include
more interpretation). In this approach, the aesthetic value of the object is
considered to be supreme, eclipsing social, historical, and any other of the
many values that the object also has.
• Ethnographic museum approach, in which an object is grouped with other
similar objects. In this approach, its artistic value is eclipsed primarily by its
utility and craftsmanship, often tied to an explanation of geographic
variations. Secondarily its social context may be brought out. The focus of
this approach, therefore, is to present the life of the object when it was
made and used. These values are illustrated in sign text and diagrams and
occasionally in theatrical settings—but theatrics may cross the line into the
next approach.
• Dioramas, house museums, and site museum approach, which places
objects in a physical and often social setting, in itself providing interpretation
for the objects. This approach reminds visitors that the objects on display
were not made for museum display but for use in everyday life—or in the
case of a nature exhibit, this approach reminds visitors of the natural origins
of the objects. Even a painting, though ornamental, was made to adorn a
house or church wall, not a museum, generally speaking. In order to
appreciate these objects and better understand them, therefore, this
approach presents the objects in their intended contexts.
• Immersive environment approach, which is related to the previous one.
Like the house museum and site museum, the focus of the immersive
exhibit extends beyond the objects displayed and into the setting, which is
experienced and interpreted. Unlike the house museum and site museum,
however, the environment may be completely artificial.
• Hybrids of the above approaches. For example, you could combine
immersive environments with the art or ethnographic museum approach by
placing archival display cases within experiential settings. Another example
of hybrids is the minimalist scenes abstracted from nature as settings for
artifacts. These are currently favored at the National Museum of Natural
History. This diverges from the highly articulated and scientifically accurate
settings previously favored by natural history museums, which are now outof-fashion.
All of these approaches, and others as well, are valid. The approach you take
depends upon a number of variables, including personal choice, budget, design
strength, production capability, and decisions that you have made regarding
interpretation, theme, and objectives. These also inform design decisions.
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Exhibit Design Process Part 3: Design Development
While all of the approaches to exhibit design described above can produce
successful though dramatically different results, they can be helped or hindered
by other areas of design: graphics, colors, sign layout, space layout,
artifact/specimen mounting, and lighting. Working these out constitutes the
design development stage of the process.
Space layout
There is no golden rule for exhibit space layout. Variables to consider are: how
many visitors do you expect to receive at any one time? What is the target age
group? What sort of circulation or organization of exhibit elements will best
develop the exhibit storylines and support the exhibit theme and objectives?
—The circulation route could be linear (or more likely, curvilinear), room-byroom (though unstructured within any one room), centripetal, completely
random, and so forth. It is easiest to build upon a story with a linear path,
but that does not necessarily suit the space and the exhibit's other logistical
requirements.
—Another thing to keep in mind are ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)
requirements, such as a 48" minimum passage at all times to allow
wheelchair access. ADA also defines maximum slopes of ramps and
heights of handrails. The full set of ADA Guidelines for Buildings and
Facilities (ADAAG) can be found at: http://www.accessboard.gov/adaag/html/adaag.htm.
—The building code, which for Texas is the IBC (International Building Code),
specifies exit locations, exit signs, sprinkler systems, etc.
—The floor plan may also need to accommodate places for ticket sales, ticket
taking, and docent or guard surveillance of the exhibit. You may want to
consider installing a camera system. These have become inexpensive.
—When organizing the floor plan of the exhibit, try to project where people will
be grouping (for example, around an interactive or a display case), and be
sure to provide circulation space around these magnet spots in order to
avoid bottlenecks.

Exhibit layout scenarios, ESC2 Children’s Museum
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Artifact/Specimen mounting
The aesthetic approach toward exhibit design that you choose (art museum,
ethnographic museum, etc.) will influence decisions on how to mount and display
artifacts/specimen. Will you be developing furnished rooms or dioramas in which
the objects are presented apparently in situ? Will you be presenting them as
singular objects of art, individually displayed on pedestals and possibly protected
by Plexiglas cases? Will you need to provide an archival display case to protect
environmentally sensitive objects from UV light, humidity change, temperature
change, and insects? How much theft protection do you need to provide at this
site?
•Mounting devices: Obviously, the mounting device should not harm in any
way the artifact or specimen. Not only should a clasp, nail, or wire not
damage the object, but also be aware of chemical reactions between
different materials. Less visible to the eye are the chemical reactions to
artifacts and specimen caused by the off-gassing of paints and
adhesives—as well as by humidity, light, and other environmental factors.
(We will discuss, next, construction materials to use in the fabrication of
archival display cases.) To avoid chemical reactions to mounting devices,
consider using fishing line or heavier acrylic line to suspend objects,
thereby avoiding metal hardware. Consider placing smaller objects on
glass shelving to avoid contact with wood or metal. This provides the
additional benefit of allowing views of the underside of objects and
allowing light to pass through shelves, lighting lower shelves as well.
National Museum of the American Indian: Plexiglas shelves and steel mounts support
artifacts; these plus sculptures transform a flat wall into a three-dimensional display.
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•Display Case Fabrication: Display cases provide theft and dust protection
for objects. If built with archival materials, they also provide protection from
environmental agents including UV rays, off-gassing chemicals, and
insects. They can also be provided with humidity, ventilation, and
temperature controls. Be aware, however, that no display case can provide
as much protection as an acid-free box in a dark, climate-controlled
storeroom. Also be aware that although the easiest and most economical
display case construction may be rectilinear, a display case need not be
boxy in form.
•Archival Display Cases: If constructing an archival display case, you will
need to coat any wood or masonry with two coats of vapor-barrier paint (for
archival use). It is also advised that you cover display surfaces with
conservation-quality fabric (attached with staples or adhered with archival
quality glue). Wall joints should be sealed with 100% silicone. You will
need to use UV-protective glass or UV-protective Plexiglas. And you will
need to use an archival weather stripping around any opening to stop the
entry of insects. Many vendors specialize in these materials.

Left: Archival display case themed to fit setting
of Seguin Safety Rest Area
Right: image reproduced with permission
of Rick Jellow, Luxam, Inc.
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•The National Park Service has produced a document (Conserve O Gram,
Number 18/2 (August 2004), reproduced here as Appendix 1, p. 46), which
lists and discusses chemically stable plastics and fabrics for use in
collections care and exhibition (i.e., display case construction) and
vendors of these products.
Some vendors of archival supplies are (see also Appendix 3, p. 54):
—University Products, (800) 628-1912 http://www.archivalsuppliers.com
—Art Preservation Services, (212) 722-6300 http://www.apsnyc.com/
—B&J Rubber Products (760) 872-1799 http://www.bjrubberrpoducts.com/
—Conservation Resources International (800) 634-6932
www.conservationresources.com
—The Archive (Milan, Italy)
http://www.shadesdirect.com/conserv_prods_eng/environmente.htm

—Collections Management Review: The major conditions that damage
artifacts and accelerate their deterioration are: light, dust, relative humidity
(both high and low), heat, insects, and mishandling. Ideal conditions for
artifacts are a temperature and humidity controlled location (appropriate to
the material) in which items are stored in acid-free boxes with no light
exposure. Archivists realize the impracticality of a museum of replicas in
which the originals are off-limits, so their next suggestion is to rotate items
and not leave anything on permanent display. The general rule of thumb is
to employ this practice for sensitive collections (e.g., papers, photographs,
textiles), placing them on display for no more than three months at a time,
and placing them in appropriate, archival storage (devoid of light;
preferably in acid-free boxes in a environmentally controlled setting) when
not on display. Exceptionally fragile items should not be displayed but
should be kept in archival storage (with very limited handling) and
represented in an exhibit and for purposes of general research through
photographs, digital scans, and/or reproductions.
Levels of environmental agents should be monitored, recorded, and
controlled (light, relative humidity, temperature, air pollution, insects).
Texas Association of Museums (TAM) lends its members environmental
monitoring kits, which include light meters.
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•How to measure/control light: Use a light meter to measure visible
light and a UV meter to measure ultraviolet light. (See below for ways to
control light.)
•How to measure/control relative humidity: [Definition: Relative
humidity (RH) is the amount of water vapor in an air sample compared to
the maximum amount of water vapor that the air can hold at the same
temperature and pressure.] Use a psychrometer to measure.
Recommended levels of relative humidity vary with the material. Humidifiers
and dehumidifiers can be installed in exhibit and storage areas to control
humidity, and some HVAC systems control humidity as well. To lower the
RH in a display case or storage unit, silica gel can be used effectively, but
it has to be monitored and replenished. Alternatives are saturated salts
and saturated solutions of calcium nitrate. For discussions of this topic,
see “Using a Psychrometer to Measure Relative Humidity” (NPS Conserve
O Gram Number 3/1, July 1993), and see “Controlling Relative Humidity
with Saturated Calcium Nitrate Solutions,” by Julie Creahan.
Environmental Standards for Collections (Paragon Research Associates, 2005)
Collection Materials

Mixed Materials
Metals
Composite Objects
Paintings
Works on Paper
Leather
Natural History /
Furs
Photographic
Material
Magnetic Media
Textiles
Books and Paper

Temperature
(degrees F)

Relative Humidity

68-72°
68-72°
68-72°
68-72°
68-72°
68-72°
below 70°
(lower if possible)
60°or below

50%,
below 40%
50%
40-55%
45-50%
45%-55%

Allowable
Fluctuations (+ or –
w/in 24 hours)
5% and 2-3°
5% and 2-3°
5% and 2-3°
5% and 2-3°
5% and 2-3°
5% and 2-3°

40%
30-35% (optimal)

5% and 2-3°
7°

65°
41-50°
60°

30%
40-50%
40-55%

3% and 2-3°
5% and 2-3°
3% and 2-3°

•How to measure/control insects: For measuring pest levels, use
adhesive traps sold by archival and pest control suppliers. For controlling
insect entry into archival display cases, seal openings with archival, selfadhesive, weather stripping. For killing insects in artifacts and props, the
preferred method is freezing. See, for example, “An Insect Pest Control
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Procedure: The Freezing Process” (NPS Conserve O Gram Number 3/6,
July 1994).
•In addition to monitoring and controlling these environmental hazards,
museums large and small can mitigate environmental damage to
sensitive collections by providing archival storage, archival display cases,
appropriate HVAC systems (and, if possible, back up HVAC systems), and
backup power systems.
Signage:
Signs are very versatile. They range from the iconic index card or wooden park
sign to immense murals. Interpretive text and graphics can be concentrated in
areas or spread over a larger experience. They can provide an auditory
dimension as well. Due to decreasing costs of flat panel monitors, electronic
signs are becoming prevalent. Their attraction is their changeability: one sign
can provide information in multiple languages, and it can be constantly
updated. Drawbacks of electronic signs are: need of a computer-savvy person
to make changes, cost of energy to power them, resultant heat increase, and
inherent unattractiveness. It is difficult, though not impossible, to integrate them
with an exhibit setting—other than a high-tech exhibit.
Remember, when designing an exhibit, that you are not limited to index cards
and letter-sized-signs. Signs can be incorporated into any other display
element and can be turned into props, themselves, or into space separators. In
other words, signs do not need to remain a two-dimensional layer of words:
they can expand interpretation into the third dimension, becoming part of the
experiential, tactile exhibit themselves.
Other types of signs that you may want to include: Wayfinding signs, Maps,
Exhibit Title sign, Donor appreciation sign, Exhibit Section/Sub-section text
panel, Artifact/specimen labels, Online signs, and Projected signs.
•Sign Design: Text
—Hierarchy of lettering to reach different types of museum-goers
(streakers, strollers, and studiers): For an interpretive sign, layer
information by putting the main message as the title in very large lettering.
A Streaker will read this, get the message, and move on. For each point
that the sign makes, provide a subtitle, again summarizing the message
and in a fairly large type. The Strollers will read these and move on. For the
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detailed text expanding each point, use a smaller size of lettering. The
Studiers will read it all.
—Put your main message and supporting messages into the main title and
sub-titles, so that streakers and strollers get the point, even if they don’t
have time to learn the details. The more provocative your wording, the
likelier that people will stay and read more. In other words, do not just list
topics as the titles. For example, for a sign that discusses the benefits of
trees to the environment, do not make the title, The Benefits of Trees.
Instead, make is something like: Trees Breathe for You (Ham, p. 241).
—Even the studiers, however, do not want to spend all day on one sign.
Remember the 45-second rule. Be concise. Try to limit your discussion of
any one point to one paragraph (3–5 sentences, maximum), and write in
short, clean sentences (10–20 words). At the average reading rate of 5
words/second, a 45-second sign would be 225 words in length. Try to limit
sign text to 200–300 words.
Uintah County Western Heritage Museum sign proofs: consistent, clear design; bold titles;
hierarchy of lettering; large lettering (signs measure 2’x4’); limited to three main points;
images illustrate each point; drop shadows outline text; short descriptions; action verbs
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—Readers may not read the sub-sections in the order you expect.
Therefore do not use transitions between sub-sections.
—Use simple language, and avoid intimidating, million-dollar words. If a
technical term is needed, then define it.
—Use action verbs and active voice. For example, instead of saying:
“Feuds between ranchers and farmers were increased by population
pressures pushing westward,” say: “Population pressures pushed
westward, causing feuds between farmers and ranchers.”
—Keep language informal, and make it personal by relating your material
to people, in general, or your viewer, in particular. Remember to make your
interpretation relevant to the viewer by linking it to his/her life, experience,
or knowledge.
—Have topic specialists (at least two) read your signs for accuracy of
interpretation.
—Also have several additional people (at least three) proofread your signs
for spelling, grammar, and punctuation. To make sure that a consistent
set of writing rules is followed, use a standard style guide and ask your
proof readers to follow the same guide. Examples are: the Chicago
Manual of Style, the MLA Handbook, Turabian’s A Manual for Writers of
Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, and Strunk and White’s The
Elements of Style.
National Museum of American History: TOO MANY WORDS + too few images + lack of
hierarchy of lettering size + lack of color and of imaginative graphic layout = no visitors
reading the signs or viewing the exhibit
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—The lettering sizes that you need depend upon the font (or type style) that
you use and the proximity of the sign to the viewer. It is rare that the
selected type size is too large. To test the size—and you should always
test this sort of thing—make samples (mock-ups) and try them in the
actual places that you plan to mount the signs. Have children, adults, and
elderly people test them for readability. Ham, p. 266, provides a chart of
font sizes for different viewing distances. This can be a helpful starting
place, but testing sizes on site with your public is the best guide.
—Though you might decide to use different fonts for titles, subtitles, text,
and captions, do not mix more than two (or three at the most) on a sign,
and remember to be consistent with your font choices throughout the
exhibit. Also remember that simplicity increases clarity.
—Font tips:
1) Serif fonts are easier to read than Sans-Serif for printed text; the
opposite is true for electronic text (electronic signs, monitors)
2) Text written in ALL CAPITALS is harder to read than text in Upper and
Lower Cases. All caps can work well for a short title and give it
prominence on a sign.
—White letters on a dark background or dark letters on a light background
will increase legibility. If you have a varicolored background, you could use
white lettering with dark outline or shadow to help it stand out.
Sample type styles: Serif (above), Sans-Serif (middle), and All Caps (below)

Neither a borrower nor a lender be; For loan oft loses both itself
and friend, And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry. This
above all: to thine own self be true, And it must follow, as the
night the day, Thou canst not then be false …
Neither a borrower nor a lender be; For loan oft loses both itself
and friend, And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry. This
above all: to thine own self be true, And it must follow, as the
night the day, Thou canst not then be false …
NEITHER A BORROWER NOR A LENDER BE; FOR LOAN
OFT LOSES BOTH ITSELF AND FRIEND, AND BORROWING
DULLS THE EDGE OF HUSBANDRY. THIS ABOVE ALL: TO
THINE OWN SELF BE TRUE, AND IT MUST FOLLOW, AS THE
NIGHT THE DAY, THOU CANST NOT THEN BE FALSE …
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The AAM (American Association of Museums)’s Standards Manual for Signs
and Labels provides additional guidelines for sign design.
—Once you have developed the layout for one sign, for example, the
interpretive sign that will appear in the first exhibit area, use it as a
template for the other areas’ interpretive signs. Also use the font, color,
and other layout decisions that define that sign to guide the design of
other types of signs for the exhibit, for example, the exhibit entrance sign,
way-finding signs, donor signs…, and even artifact/specimen labels. This
unity will help focus the exhibit and emphasize your singular message.
—Consistency is the most important guide to follow in exhibit design. It will
lead to unity, which, in turn, supports your theme.
•Sign Design: Graphics
—Most viewers (especially young ones) are more apt to look at images than
to read words. Use graphics wherever possible to illustrate concepts and to
diminish use of text.
—Write about what the visitor can see: do not write about things that you
are not illustrating or otherwise demonstrating. In other words, provide an
illustration for every point that you make in your signs. If no illustration
(diagram, photograph, etc.) accompanies a written point, your readers will
miss it. However, if the sign is a label accompanying a specific
artifact/specimen, then the artifact itself is the illustration and does not
need to be reproduced on the sign.
—Unless you have a high-end printer or other output source that uses
archival inks or paints or unless you have the capacity to reprint signs
regularly, then you will want to avoid colored signs. They will fade quickly,
especially if exposed to direct sunlight. One way to delay fading is by
placing UV-treated glass or Plexiglas over the sign or coating it with UVretardant varnish or laminate.
—Other stable sign materials to consider, which will impact the amount
and type of information provided, are: vinyl graphics, wooden signs, and
high-pressure plastic laminates.
Where to have vinyl graphics made:
Sign shops as well as many graphics shops, like Kinko’s, have
computer-controlled vinyl cutting machines. They also offer many
other sign printing solutions.
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Where to have high-pressure plastic laminates:
I Zone in Temple, Texas: 888-464-9663 (izoneimaging.com)
Fossil Industries in New Jersey: 800-244-9809
(www.FOSSILinc.com)
•Sign Design: Layout
—Limit content on an interpretive panel to 3-4 points. Because each point
needs an illustration, think of how to organize the text and graphics on the
sign. The most important goal of graphic design is readability. Simple,
clear organization of material will accomplish this. The same hierarchy of
lettering discussed above can be used to organize major and minor
points on a sign. Direct the viewer's eye to main points first by making
these larger and/or placing them at the top of the panel.
—Another thing to note—and this goes for every topic addressed here—
you can borrow ideas from other exhibits. Look about you when you visit a
nature trail, historic site, interpretation center, or museum. Notice colors,
lighting, display case design, and sign layout. Notice what works well and
what does not, and incorporate the good ideas into your own exhibits.
Graphics (see images, p. 39)
Graphics are not limited to historic photographic prints. They can include recent
photos, old or current maps, diagrams, drawings, paintings, and digital
versions of any of these. Once scanned, they can illustrate signs, provide sign
backdrops, be turned into murals, be used in video production, etc. Many
museum-goers would prefer pictorial to textual interpretation. Provide both!
•Do NOT overlook the fact that you must gain permission (preferably written) to
reproduce any copyrighted graphic material. It is also advisable to give written
credit to these and to textual sources.
Colors (see images, p. 40)
Color schemes are particularly vulnerable to fashion trends. This is partly
because paint is fairly easy and inexpensive to change and because a change
in color can dramatically alter the appearance of a place. You know that you are
in a space designed in the early 1980s when you see shades of brown and
orange. Art museums usually favor neutral colors (white and off-white) to allow
a blank canvas for the display of art. The palette currently favored in many
museum settings is neutral colors combined with pastel accents, but DO NOT
let fashion dictate your design.
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Instead, think of color as a design tool and use it to support your
message, your theme. It is another language to use in your interpretation. Be
creative with color and have fun with it.
—Color can be used to soothe, shock, excite, provoke, amuse...
Like sound, it contributes to an ambience, a feeling. In fact, some of the same
words are used to describe both sound and color: theme, harmony, lush, rich,
light, dark...
—Color use is a field of study of itself. There are both formulaic and intuitive
approaches.
—Like any design project, the best way to learn is through experimentation.
•Base and Accent Colors: A good rule of thumb to follow is to select one-totwo base colors and one-to-two accent colors. The base colors will be
used in the largest quantities, for example, they will cover exhibit cases
and backgrounds; they may cover pedestals, frames of signs, and sign
supports. Accent colors will be used in smaller quantities to add sparkle
to the ensemble.
—How to pick base colors:
1) The topic of the exhibit can suggest base colors: e.g., a water exhibit
may use blues or aquas; a plant exhibit may use greens.
2) The location of the exhibit may suggest base colors for an exhibit
integrated with its setting.
3) The artifact or display items themselves may suggest predominant
colors to use either to blend with them or to set them apart.
•For free, professional advice on color combinations, look at Home Depot’s
house color sample combinations. For a detailed discussion of color
schemes for exhibits, see Ham, pp. 256–263.
Lighting (see images, p. 40)
Natural light is comfortable for the eyes and cuts down on lighting costs and
heat loads. The prime example of effective use of natural lighting is the Kimbell
Art Museum in Fort Worth, in which natural light is filtered and reflected onto
vaults to light evenly the exhibit halls with indirect light.
Except in this highly crafted and controlled system, however, natural light,
especially direct natural light, introduces both visible light and ultraviolet (UV)
light to your exhibit and artifacts, causing damage. It is therefore recommended
to limit light damage by controlling exposure to natural light, as well as artificial
light.
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All light (visible and UV; natural and artificial) causes damage, which is both
cumulative and irreversible. For a very clear and thorough explanation of this
process and its prevention, see “Protection from Light Damage,” by Beth
Lindblom Patkus and published in the Northeast Document Conservation
Center’s Preservation Leaflets series (available online at:
http://www.nedcc.org).
Some materials are more susceptible to light damage than others. If you are
displaying a collection with varied tolerance to light, develop a light strategy for
the most sensitive items. The Texas Historical Commission publishes a
lighting information sheet entitled, “Recommended Light Levels for Museum
Collections” located at the end of this booklet as Appendix 2 (p. 53). It provides
the following guidelines for light tolerances:

UV light can and ideally should be eliminated from exhibit and storage areas.
Because it is not visible to human eyes, its absence is unnoticed. Since we
need visible light to see, it is harder to limit its use; however, this can be done
through careful control: 1) placing sensitive items in dark storage when not on
display; 2) turning off exhibit lights (as well as lights in storage and research
areas) when not in use; and 3) carefully selecting lighting units and calculating
the amount of exposure to them.
—Ways of reducing/controlling visible and UV light:
•Windows and skylights can be treated with films, plastics, varnishes, or
paint (white titanium dioxide) that cut down UV and visible light rays. See
“Choosing UV-Filtering Window Films” (NPS Conserve O Gram Number
3/10, August 2004) as well as Patkus’s article. Natural light can also be
blocked with curtains, shades, and blinds. Artifacts should never be
exposed to direct light (which will also fade signage and other exhibit
components).
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•If you eliminate natural light from the exhibit space, you will have greater
control of light damage through artificial lights, but these, too, cause
damage and need control. Another advantage of artificial light is that it
emits a lower percentage of UV radiation. In addition to protecting artifacts,
a natural-light-free space allows greater control of the visitor experience
(i.e., the exhibit design). A disadvantage of eliminating natural light,
however, is the increased energy cost to produce artificial light.
•Conventional incandescent light bulbs emit very little UV light and do not
require UV filtering. These include ordinary household light bulbs as well
as some exhibition lighting, e.g., Reflectorized (R ), Ellipsoidal
Reflectorized (ER), and Parabolic Aluminized Reflector (PAR) lamps.
*Halogen light bulbs (known as tungsten-halogen or quartz lamps) emit
significant UV light and therefore require UV filters. In exhibition lighting,
these include Halogen PARs and Mirrored-Reflector (MR) lamps.
•Fluorescent lamps, including the new compact fluorescents, also emit UV
light. To limit UV rays emitted from fluorescent light sources, there are soft
plastic filtering sleeves and hard plastic filtering tubes that fit over
fluorescent lamps to absorb UV rays.
•The visible light emitted from fluorescent lamps is also more damaging to
artifacts than the visible light from incandescent (tungsten) lamps. This is
a second reason to chose incandescent over fluorescent; unfortunately,
fluorescent bulbs are far more energy efficient than incandescent bulbs.
•Fiber optic lighting is considered to be the best for exhibition. It is energy
efficient, produces virtually no heat (infrared radiation), does not transmit
UV light, and can be introduced directly into display cases, thereby
allowing you to focus the light and reduce ambient light levels. The
drawback is expense.
•Lighting technology advances quickly, and you may want to research the
latest commercially produced systems. For example, keep an eye out for
the new electrodeless lamp that is currently being developed. Be aware,
however, that bulbs are expensive, especially for the newest lighting
technologies. The goal in lighting is to know if you want a broad fan light or
a spot light, learn how to achieve this with as cool a light as possible,
learn how to filter it for UV radiation, and learn how to train or baffle the
light to achieve indirect lighting of artifacts.
•”Indirect and low lighting will spare the object, and it will also require less
adjustment of the eye from areas of intense light to those of relative
darkness, allowing the use of lamps with a lower wattage throughout exhibit
spaces. A gradual diminution of light levels through a series of rooms may
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accustom viewers' eyes to lower exhibition light levels. Strategic placement
of labels explaining the reason for low light levels can be used to educate
patrons” (Patkus).
•Using the maximum recommended light exposure values charted above
and the strength of your lighting system (measured in lumens), you can
calculate the maximum number of hours that you can expose the artifacts
to light. “For example, a limit of 50,000 lux hours per year could be achieved
by keeping the lights on for 10 hours per day, either at 100 lux for 50 days
or at 50 lux for 100 days. It is important to remember that even with such
guidelines, some fading will occur. The goal is to achieve a workable
compromise between exhibition and preservation” (Patkus).
•If you are dealing with low ceilings or open ductwork, you may want to paint
your ceilings black, limiting lighting to pathways and exhibits. This will cut
down on light in general (reducing the damage of visible and unfiltered UV
light), and it will also serve to focus the visitor's attention where you want it.
One advantage to a white ceiling, however, is that if painted with white
titanium dioxide (which is UV absorbent), it can further reduce UV
emissions and light a space indirectly.
Film & Video
While the workshop does not have time to go far into the area of film and video
production, be aware of the fact that this lies within your capabilities. The
process for creating film and video is a microcosm of the exhibit design
process. You follow the steps of:
•Research
•Develop a Theme
•Develop a Scenario
•Develop Storyboards—which are a cartoon-like sketches of the final product
•Write the script
•Cast the voice and acting talent
•Select music
•Film or video tape the production
•Edit
Adding Third and Fourth Dimensions (see images, p. 41)
Studies show that visitors remember:
10% of what they hear,
30% of what they read,
50% of what they see,
90% of what they do.
This means that making exhibits three-dimensional, multi-sensory, and
interactive will bring about the most learning.
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•Three-Dimensional: Start by making exhibits that people need to walk
through and around. Also important is the provision of seating—preferably
themed to the exhibit—so that visitors interact with the setting and have an
opportunity to rest. Making exhibits three-dimensional also adds interest. A
three-dimensional exhibit will draw far more visitors than a flat one. This is
part of the attraction of dioramas, which additionally inform by providing
physical and social contexts for exhibit materials. The diorama can leave the
confines of glass cases and handrails and can become a walk-through
experience. In other words, the theme can expand to fill the entire exhibit
hall, turning the visitor into an actor.
•Four-Dimensional: Time/Interactivity. Exhibits that change over time
(moving or altering by themselves or with the help of visitors) are even more
engaging to visitors. When visitors learn by doing, the experience and
therefore the message will be remembered most fully. Think of how to make
your lessons participatory. One technique that is over-used by museums
and non-effective is the question-and-answer exhibit in which the activity is
to open a hinged door to learn the answer. This activity does not reinforce
the theme: it is not interpretive. An example of interactivity that teaches is
having visitors turn a water wheel to see how the force of water turns gears
to grind grain.
•Multi-sensory: The ultimate learning context that meets the most learning
styles and ages is therefore a multi-sensory, multi-dimensional exhibit.
Think of ways to develop and support your theme by addressing the senses
often ignored by exhibits:
—Sound: adding voice, sound effects, and music
—Touch/Smell: adding tactile and olfactory elements; this may be as simple
as using materials for handrails and display cases that reinforce exhibits
themes: warm, weathered woods or cold metals. You can also heat and
cool separate exhibits areas to reflect storylines and themes. Interactive
exhibits also provide obvious tactile experiences.
Objectives and Products of Design Development
Over the course of the Design Development phase of the project, you enhance
and strengthen the Conceptual Design. Each change that you make, like
widening a doorway to meet ADA requirements, will affect other parts of the
exhibit, for example, the placement of signs. As you work through the
development of the areas discussed above and as you plan for the positioning
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of exhibit elements, artifacts, and display cases, your design will take more
concrete form. The instruments for giving it this form are drawings and models.
•Drawings:
—The basic drawing that you need to make is a floor plan or a site plan (for
an exterior exhibit); however, if you want to expand and further develop the
visual presentation of your design, the following is a list of other drawings
that may be helpful to you. In architectural terms, these drawings together
with the floor plans and site plan form the “design development package.”
---Section: this is a cut (usually vertical) through a building or site. It is
useful for studying vertical space. For example, if you have signs or
exhibit elements that you want to suspend from ceiling joists, a
section can help you plan these
---Reflected ceiling plan: this is a mirror image of a ceiling. It is used by
interior designers to plan for lighting, among other things.
---Elevations: these are similar to sections; however, instead of
representing vertical space, they present walls (exterior or interior).
These are useful for planning the locations of signs, dioramas,
display cases, and large exhibit components as they relate to
surrounding walls.
---Perspectives: using vanishing points, these drawings depict a space
as it appears to the human eye.
---Renderings: though most commonly associated with perspective
drawings, this term refers to any of the above drawings once it is
colored, shaded, and prepared as a presentation drawing.
•Drawings and sketches can be colored and thereby turned into renderings,
which are useful in fund-raising. If digitized, these can be printed out and
mounted on presentation boards. They can be sent to the local
newspaper, put on a website, and printed into newsletters and brochures.
These various products can, in turn, be used to generate community
awareness of your activities. This usually results in community support for
and excitement for the project.
•Model: The other design tool, which is even more accessible to non-architects
who might be reviewing the design, is a scale model of the space with your
exhibit in it. Using the dimensions of the space that you have taken for
drawings, you can build a model. Depending upon how large the space is, you
will probably want to build it to 1/4- or 1/2-inch scale. That means that one foot
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of real space is represented as either 1/4 inch or 1/2 inch in the model. You can
use any material (even Jello or sugar cubes), but cardboard does the job well
and inexpensively. The more complex your project, the more necessary a
model will be to study the spatial conditions in three dimensions. It helps you
test your ideas and modify them before investing resources in producing them.
In addition to helping you design the space, a model is an effective tool for
winning support of boards of directors and the public as well as bringing in
funding.
—The computer program, Sketchup, by Google, allows digital modeling.
-It is a fast, cheap, easy way to design, develop, and visualize a project.
-With it, you can transfer concepts through email or via a website.
-With the Pro version, you can export directly to CAD.
-You can print different views of the model as presentation drawings.

Texas Dinosaurs, Dallas Museum of Natural History: drawing, model, realization
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Exhibit Design Process Part 4: Production Design
This final portion of the workshop handout addresses the logistics of exhibit
production, including developing budgets and schedules, planning fabrication and
installation, some tips on exhibit fabrication, guidelines for facilitating exhibit
installation, fine-tuning installed exhibits, and approaches to exhibit evaluation.
Production Design
Production Design is the "get real" phase of exhibit design, in which you
determine how you will build the exhibit by analyzing the skills and materials that
will be needed. If you are not going to fabricate the exhibits in-house, then you
will also have to produce Construction Documents. They are the kit of
drawings that tell a carpenter or other fabricator how to build the exhibit.
Budget
•Begin by listing every material (with cost estimates) and every task (with time
and cost estimates) that will be needed to produce the design that you have
developed:
—Building materials, building trades, lighting, wiring, sound systems,
music, voice and/or acting talent, audio/visual recording, props,
electronics, programming, locating display items and needed
artifacts, collections restoration and preparation, graphic production,
laminating, crating, shipping, redo's, installation, closing the facility
for installation, repairs and touch-ups, cleanup, mounting artifacts,
managing production, purchasing, installation, fund-raising,
overhead costs (postage, telephone, utilities), website design,
website hosting, evaluating, updating, printing fundraising materials,
mailing fundraising materials, ....
•Modify your design as necessary to fit available funds or, if funding is
insufficient, divide your project into phases of development to meet
projecting future funding.
•Refine your budget.
Scheduling & Logistics
One simple, inexpensive scheduling program is called Fast Track. There are
probably free or bundled ones that you also have access to. The purpose of the
schedule is to transform the budget into a graphic form with a timeline. With this,
you can map your purchasing, manpower, space use, production of exhibit
elements, shipping and installation, preparation of the collection, use of gallery
and temporary gallery spaces, closure of areas to the public, grand opening,
press releases, etc. Remember to include things like organizing shipping or rental
of installation equipment (scaffolding, palette jacks, fork lifts) in advance of the
date that you need them. Like the budget, you can update and revise this
document as the project progresses.
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Left: Display case production design; Right: sample budget; Bottom: sample production schedule
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Planning Fabrication
Based upon your detailed budget, you will be able to plan your fabrication. In
addition to the materials and skills that you have itemized, consider construction
space needs, power needs, work lighting, specialty tools, exhaust fans, and so
forth.
•Remember to use materials that are appropriate to the care and maintenance of
the collection. Also remember to leave ample time for materials to cure and to offgas before introducing artifacts and specimen.
Planning installation
Guidelines for facilitating installation
—food and beverages for the installation crew
—extra supplies and tools: always have a supply of screws, nails, bolts,
washers, wood glue, super glue, epoxy glue, basic paint colors and samples
of paints used to build exhibits and signs, paint brushes, shims, hammers,
screw drivers (flat and phillips), scissors, cable ties, etc.
—vehicle and driver available for hardware store runs
—names of installation crew reinforcements to call—or just ask extras to come
Post-installation fine-tuning
Be prepared to make refinements and adjustments to the exhibit once it has been
installed and tested by the public. These may include adjusting lights, increasing
or decreasing sound levels, changing a music track, broadening a passageway
(if possible), and correcting typos. Some museums choose to have a soft
opening when the exhibit has been installed and a grand opening after the snags
have been worked out.

Left: Benicia Historical Museum, adjusting video projections and sound volume after installation;
Right: Medina County Safety Rest Area: adjusting lighting after installation
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Evaluation:
The ideal evaluation process is to build mock-ups of the planned exhibit
components and signs before building the real deal. Then, test these mock-ups
on the general public or on a specific group that represents the target audience
(like the city's fifth-grade science classes). Analyze results of the test, and
evaluate the exhibits for their effectiveness. Finally, make design modifications
before constructing the permanent exhibits.
Based upon the objectives (learning, behavioral, and emotional) that you
originally defined for the exhibit, develop a series of questions that quantify and
qualify the exhibit's achievement of these objectives. Additional questions that
you may want to ask include: were the signs legible and comfortable to read (i.e.,
positioned well, large enough lettering, lit well...)? Was there sufficient lighting of
displays? Were the learning needs of the target audience met (or was the
interpretation geared too high or too low)? Were audio tracks audible? Was there
sufficient interpretation?
•Evaluation data can be collected in a number of ways. For example,
1) Docents talking with visitors can casually gauge their reactions to the
exhibit and through questioning can learn if the visitors understood the main
theme.
2) Visitors can be asked to sign a guest book and give voluntary
comments (and monetary contributions) following their exhibit experience.
3) This sort of feedback can be collected for each individual exhibit
component or for the ensemble.
4) A docent or evaluator can collect data by watching and recording
people's reactions as they interact with or do not interact with exhibits. For
example, do visitors read the instructions? Do they stay long enough to
listen to the entire recording? Do they get excited and bring their friends or
parents to see the exhibit, or do they walk by without glancing at it?
5) For a more empirical evaluation, visitors can be asked to fill out formal
questionnaires after their exhibit experiences in order to evaluate their
responses and the amounts that they learned from the exhibit.
6) For a very thorough, quantitative evaluation, visitors can be asked to
fill out questionnaires before entering the exhibit to determine their previous
knowledge of the subject matter. They can then be asked to fill out a second
questionnaire upon exiting the exhibit to determine their knowledge of the
subject matter afterward. The effectiveness of the exhibit to teach its subject
can be determined by comparing the pre- and post-test scores.
A good book to guide exhibit evaluation is new one by Beverly Serrell, Judging
Exhibitions: A Framework for Assessing Excellence.
Below is a sample exhibit evaluation form supplied to visitors of the “RACE: Are
We So Different?” exhibit after their visit.
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Exhibit Design Illustrations: Approaches to exhibit design
Top to bottom: Grandma’s attic; hybrid exhibit; art museum; ethnographic museum; immersive
exhibit
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Exhibit Design Illustrations: Use of graphics in signs and murals
Historic photos and photo collages transformed into wall murals: Folsom History Museum (top);
Donley County Safety Rest Area (bottom)
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Exhibit Design Illustrations: Color and Lighting as design tools
Upper three images: examples of fiber optic lighting, reproduced with permission from Rick
Jellow, Luxam, Inc.
Lower left: Splash! Into the Edwards Aquifer exhibit, Austin Nature and Science Center
Lower right: conceptual design for ESC2 Children’s Museum
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Exhibit Design Illustrations: Adding dimensionality and interactivity
Top to bottom: Polk County History Museum; Splash! Exhibit; National Museum of American
History; Dallas Museum of Natural History; Splash! Exhibit
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Resources for Further Study
The Texas Historical Commissionʼs Museum Services Department has a large
collection of books and resources related to collections and exhibit design. Not
only can Museum Services help you determine which books and resources are
best for your organization to invest in, but it provides other guidance as well.
See also the American Association of Museumsʼ website for exhibit-related
publications: http://www.aam-us.org/bookstore/index.cfm?mode=group&id=8
Books and Articles for Exhibit Design Reference
Kenneth L. Ames, Barbara Franco, L. Thomas Frye, eds., Ideas and Images: Developing
Interpretive History Exhibits (AltaMira Press, 1992)
Robert L. Barclay, Andre Bergeron, Carole Dignard, and Carl Schlichting, Mount Making
for Museum Objects (Canadian Conservation Institute, 1998)
Julie Creahan, “Controlling Relative Humidity with Saturated Calcium Nitrate Solutions,”
WAAC Newsletter 13:1 (January 1991), pp. 17–18; available online at:
http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/waac/wn/wn13/wn13-1/wn13-106.html
James R. Fazio and Douglas L. Gilbert, Public Relations and Communications for
Natural Resources Managers (Dubuque, Iowa (USA): Kendall/Hunt Publishing
Co., 1986)
Sam H. Ham, Environmental Interpretation: A Practical Guide for People with Big Ideas
and Small Budgets (Golden, CO: North American Press, 1992)
Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine, eds., Exhibiting Culture: The Poetics and Politics of
Museum Display, (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Inst. Press, 1991)
Anna-Marie Kellen and Karin L. Willis, Standards Manual for Signs and Labels
(American Association of Museums, 1996)
Larry Klein, Exhibits: Planning and Design (Madison Square Press, 1987)
Barry Lord and Gail Dexter Lord, eds., The Manual of Museum Exhibitions (AltaMira
Press, 2001)
Gail Dexter Lord and Barry Lord, eds., The Manual of Museum Planning (AltaMira Press,
2000)
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Robert Lumley, ed., The Museum Time Machine: Putting Cultures on Display (New York:
Routledge, 1988)
Arminta Neal, Help! For the Small Museum: Handbook of Exhibit Ideas and Methods
(Pruett Publishing Co., 1987)
Beth Lindblom Patkus, “Protection from Light Damage,” Preservation Leaflets (Andover,
MA: Northeast Document Conservation Center, 2007) available online:
http://www.nedcc.org
Paragon Research Associates, Wyoming State Museum and Archives Facility Needs
Assessment (Seattle, 2005)
Alice Parman and Jeffery Jane Flowers, Exhibit Makeovers A Do-It-Yourself Workbook
for Small Museums (AltaMira Press, 2008)
Beverly Serrell, Exhibit Labels: An Interpretive Approach (Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira
Press, 1996)
Beverly Serrell, Judging Exhibitions: A Framework for Assessing Excellence (Left Coast
Press, 2006)
Mary Sinker and Ian Russell, “Designing for Play,” Association of Childrenʼs Museums
newsletter, Hand to Hand (Summer 1998); available online
George W. Stocking, Jr., ed., Objects and Others: Essays on Museums and Material
Culture (Series: History of Anthropology, Volume 3} (Madison, Wisconsin, The
University of Wisconsin Press, 1985)
Freeman Tilden, Interpreting Our Heritage (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1977)
Texas Historical Commission, “Recommended Light Levels for Museum Collections”
(Austin, Texas Historical Commission) available online: http://www.thc.state.tx.us/
John Veverka & Associates, various articles and books listed on:
http://www.heritageinterp.com/library.htm
Lothar P. Witteborg, Good Show: A Practical Guide for Temporary Exhibitions
(Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service,
1991)
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Websites for Exhibit Design and Interpretation Reference

Harpers Ferry Center/NPS
www.nps.gov/hfc
National Association for Museum Exhibition
http://n-a-m-e.org
Exhibit Builder Magazine online
www.exhibitbuilder.net
National Association for Interpretation (NAI)
www.interpnet.com
National Park Service Conserve O Gram series
http://www.nps.gov/history/museum/publications/conserveogram/cons_toc.html
American Association of Museums (AAM)
http://www.aam-us.org/
Texas Association of Museums (TAM)
http://www.io.com/~tam/
International Council of Museums (ICOM)
http://icom.museum/
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICCOMOS)
www.icomos.org/usicomos/
http://www.icomos.org/
Board Source (support for non-profits)
www.boardsource.org
Association of Childrenʼs Museums (ACM)
www.childrensmuseums.org/
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Presentersʼ/Authorsʼ Profiles
Toxey/McMillan Design Associates (TMDA) began in Paris, France, in 1993
as an outgrowth of Euro Disneyland's marketing department and has since
been located in Austin, Texas, Berkeley, California, and now San Antonio,
Texas--following its principals’ academic and career pursuits.
Our work spans a variety of museum genres (history, science, natural science,
literary, aerospace, and children’s museums) for a variety clients (historical
societies, municipal and county governments, state agencies, and private
corporations). We do master-planning, architectural and interior design, exhibit
development, exhibit content research and interpretation, exhibit design and
fabrication, graphic design and fabrication, film and video production, exhibit
installation and maintenance, website design, and exhibition catalogue design
and production. While we can and do design within a variety of aesthetic
contexts, our signature work falls within the term "environmental design," which
refers to the design of the visitor's whole experience. We create holistic,
immersive environments that allow visitors to become actors in plays: this
brings to another level the ideas of narrative and interactivity—the most effective
teaching tools.
•Anne Toxey: TMDA director and principal investigator; heads our research
efforts. She holds a Ph.D. in architectural history from the University of
California at Berkeley, with emphasis in historic preservation and tourism
studies and with minors in cultural anthropology and cultural geography.
She has previous degrees and practice in architectural design, art history,
and archaeology. The acumen that accompanies this scholarly preparation
gives our exhibits additional depth, interest, and value.
•Patrick McMillan: TMDA principal and senior designer; heads our
creative team. He brings to our projects his training and expertise in
design for theme parks, theater, film, and special effects, which he
developed over many years of work with Disney (both in the U.S. and in
Europe), Landmark Entertainment, and numerous Hollywood producers
(Warner Bros., Sony Pictures, Lucas Arts, Boss Films, (W)holesome
Productions, and Taper Too Theater). This inside knowledge of design,
production, and special effects for highly articulated, themed, narrative,
experiential environments gives our exhibits drama, creativity, attention to
detail, and an immersive quality.
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